
“His voice is unexpectedly powerful and brightly 
melodic, and it floats over his finely crafted beats…  
more ethereal than Washed Out and less R&B-oriented 
than Toro y Moi, like those bands, Metz has an ability to 
lift spirits and soothe psyches by using conventionally 
beautiful sounds in unconventional ways.” Westword

"Undergone quite the effort to craft his brand of "Undergone quite the effort to craft his brand of 
constantly moving electro beats" - XLR8R

"The feeling of rising on a sunny day in early spring, "The feeling of rising on a sunny day in early spring, 
after the snows have subsided and the burning heat of 
the summer is still weeks away...captivates the 
imagination while simultaneously refreshing the mind 
and rejuvenating the spirit with its meticulously crafted, 
gently cascading rhythms...effectively recalls Sigur Ros' 
most beautiful moments…" - Westword

"Tommy Metz crafts a melodic concoction of ambience, "Tommy Metz crafts a melodic concoction of ambience, 
sighing vocals, and epic meloncholy." - The Onion

"Blissful pop candy...'80s synth, club banger drums and 
positive energy mantra lyrics" - Westword

Press Quotes

For fans of Toro Y Moi, Neon Indian, Baths, Phanto-
gram, Washed Out

Marketability

Colorado electronic producer and singer Tommy Metz, 
"one of Denver’s most prolific artists" (Westword), has 
performed alongside many international acts including 
Phantogram, Max Tundra, Ulrich Schnauss, Black Moth 
Super Rainbow, Starfucker and Nathaniel Rateliff. Grow-
ing up in Fort Collins and later moving to Denver, he has 
been heavily involved in the DIY/Indie music scenes of 
Colorado. He co-ran Bocumast Records and released Colorado. He co-ran Bocumast Records and released 
music with Denver labels Plastic Sound Supply and 
Laserpalace. He also produces music under iuengliss 
and is one half of the experimental duo Yawn Tron with 
drummer Shane Zweygardt.

About Tommy Metz

tommymetz.com
tommymetz.bandcamp.com
soundcloud.com/tommymetz
facebook.com/tommymetzmusic
instagram.com/tommymetz
twitter.com/tommymetz

Web/Social

Management - management@tommymetz.com
General - info@tommymetz.com

Contact
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